ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
ACTION TEAM
WORKBOOK

PLAN OVERVIEW
The Manchester-Chateau Neighborhood Plan aims to create a vision for the next 10 to 20
years for the neighborhood and begin implementation of that vision through action steps. The
planning process, which is ongoing, currently involves the City of Pittsburgh staff, Manchester
Citizens Corporation, the project consultant--OHM Advisors, a Steering Committee, Action
Teams, Stakeholders, and the public. The process combined public engagement and technical
analysis to create an actionable plan that reflects neighborhood aspirations and is rooted in
current trends and conditions.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

To ensure the plan accurately reflects the ideas and aspirations of the community, an extensive
public engagement effort continues to be conducted. This included three public open houses,
attended by over 200 community members, and a Steering Committee of community
members who guided the process. Action Teams have also been formed to help with
identification and prioritization of goals and strategies, and implementation of the plan.
FIGURE 1: ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT BY THE NUMBERS (SO FAR...)

5 Steering Committee Meetings
10+ Meetings with City Staff, Local Stakeholders
3 Open Houses, 200+ Public Meeting Attendees
100+ Unique Online Survey Answers
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FIGURE 2: WHAT GOES INTO THE PLAN?

EXISTING
CONDITIONS

PUBLIC
INPUT

CURRENT
TRENDS
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ACTION TEAMS
To expand upon the work of the Steering
Committee and Stakeholders, smaller focus
groups comprised of community members
have been created. The Action Teams will
delve deeper into specific issues of interest
to the neighborhood, creating goals and
implementation steps for their area of focus.
The list of Action Teams focus is provided to
the right.

ACTION TEAM SCHEDULE

During 2018, each Action Team will
meet three to four times to check-in with
group members and continue to develop
implementable actions.
As a group, set future meeting dates by
filling-in the chart to the right.

1

Land Use, Zoning, and Housing

2

Mobility and Transportation

3

Community and Economic Development

4

Open Space, Public Health, and Public Safety

5

Environmental Sustainability

6

Urban Design, Cultural Heritage, and Public Art

FUTURE MEETING DATES
Meeting

Date

Time

Location

Action Team
Meeting 1
Action Team
Meeting 2
Action Team
Meeting 3
Action Team
Meeting 4
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PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Throughout the planning process, the project
team conducted stakeholder interviews
to learn more about residents’ ideas to
promote environmental sustainability in the
neighborhood. A summary of these ideas are
below:
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•

Add wind and solar farms

•

Strengthen the tree canopy

•

Urban farming and landbanking

•

Add Neighborhood green
infrastructure

•

LEED Standards for new and
renovated buildings

•

Improve air quality
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ACTION TEAM PROCESS
Developing actionable principles and strategies is a multi-step process. The following steps can
help guide your team to actionable goals:

1

Review public engagement summary, existing conditions
and best practices

2

Identify case studies and additional existing conditions
information you would like to see researched

3

Answer key questions

4

Complete the implementation table at the end of this
workbook

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES
The following draft principles were developed based on the stakeholder interviews and public
engagement and can be used as an organizing element to develop plan strategies. The action
team can also develop their own principles, the principles below are meant to be a starting
point.

1

2

3

4

AIR

ENERGY

WATER

LAND

IMPROVE
NEIGHBORHOOD

PROMOTE
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

MITIGATE
STORMWATER
RUNOFF

ADDRESS
WASTE

AIR QUALITY
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of the Urban Forest
AIR

FIGURE 3: LEVELS OF NITROGEN DIOXIDE, CITY OF PITTSBURGH (2011-2014)

EXISTING AIR QUALITY

Poor air Pittsburgh
quality is a significant
ky City” to many,
hasconcern for
residents of Pittsburgh. The presence of
ty. By the 1940’s,
Pittsburgh was
manufacturing along the river, coupled with
e to significant
and
smoke
thesmog
topography
of the
city, with its many
river valleys, contributes to poor air quality
throughout the region and specifically in
Manchester-Chateau.

y improved air
quality
over
time,dioxide
Figure
3 shows levels
of nitrogen
2011in
andthe
2014 across the
is among the collected
most between
serious
City. The lighter colors reflect higher levels
e dirtiest 10%of nitrogen
of monitored
dioxide, which can lead to such
adverse health
outcomes
lower resistance
l particle pollution.
This
notlike
only
to respiratory infections.
t air pollution can have stronger
Planting trees are one, relatively low-cost,
ms. People residing
in Allegheny
low maintenance
strategy that can improve
neighborhood
air quality.
Three types of
e than twice that
of those
within
interventions are explored on the following
2014, data collected
by Carnegie
pages: street tree plantings, planting trees on
of different air
pollutants
(figure
private
property, and planting
trees on public
property.
e lungs and lower resistance to

High levels of nitrogen dioxide (pictured in lighter colors above) are present in the Manchester-Chateau

Figure 6. Levels of nitrogen dioxide collected from 2011 to 2014. (Carnegie
Mellon
neighborhoods.
Source: Carnegie Mellon University, Dr. Albert Presto
University, Dr. Albert Presto)

Planting and maintaining urban forestry resources can be a
powerful strategy for reducing air pollution. i-Tree Streets is a
program developed through the US Forest Service that uses
urban forest inventory data to quantify the dollar value for
MANCHESTER-CHATEAU NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
different benefits that street trees
provide. [5] According to i-5
Tree, species that provide the most benefits for air quality

STREET TREES
Residents have expressed a desire to improve
the tree canopy and coverage throughout the
neighborhood. Existing street tree coverage
in the neighborhood is shown to the right.
Many of the residential streets in the
neighborhood have consistent tree canopy
and coverage. Gaps across the ManchesterChateau neighborhood include the edges of
Manchester (Western Avenue and Chateau
Street) and throughout most of Chateau,
including the riverfront trail.
The ReLeaf Manchester plan outlined a
strategy framework designed to promote
and sustain a healthy and vibrant street tree
canopy, including the following:
•

Address sidewalk damage caused by
tree roots

•

Educate homeowners about planting
the right tree in the right place

•

Manage current conditions of street
trees throughout Manchester

•

Plant and maintain trees at
neighborhood gateways

KEY QUESTIONS
•
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Are the action items
summarized from the Releaf
Manchester plan still relevant?
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LEGEND
Existing
Street Trees
Existing Street Tree Coverage: Manchester-Chateau.
Data Source: City of Pittsburgh GIS, March, 2018.
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PLANTING TREES ON PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC PROPERTY
In addition to cultivating a healthy street
tree canopy, there are both opportunities
and programs to promote planting trees on
public and private property. The City of
Pittsburgh’s Adopt-A-Lot program allows
short-term use (approximately 3-5 years)
of City-owned lots for food gardens, rain
gardens, and flower gardens. The Vacant
Lot Toolkit Policy Guide recommends that,
“community plans could be used to identify
desired vacant lot uses within their study
areas and used to fast track projects that
meet community desires.”
Identifying strategic vacant lots across the
neighborhood to plant trees is one way to
continue to grow the neighborhood tree
canopy.

CASE STUDY: FRESH COAST CAPITAL

Fresh Coast Capital is one organization
that plants trees on vacant lots. Fresh Coast
Capital leases vacant and contaminated land
in neighborhoods and transforms them into
tree farms or urban agriculture. Lease terms
normally last 10-15 years, and Fresh Coast
Capital assumes maintenance responsibility.
This is a medium-term land stabilization
program, which may help beautify parts of
the neighborhood while adding to the tree
canopy.
SUGGESTED PUBLIC PROPERTY
PROGRAMS (RELEAF MANCHESTER)

•

Increase species diversity within local
parks

•

Identify opportunities to plant trees
on vacant lots

•

Increase youth programming
opportunities, partner with schools

SUGGESTED PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROGRAMS (RELEAF MANCHESTER)

•

Create a program to green the
alleyways

•

Develop a neighborhood fruit tree
orchard with supplemental education
programs

•

Plant and maintain trees at churches
or vacant lots

•

Determine potential locations for
street trees

•

Focus on greenways to the Three
Rivers Heritage Trail

•

Plant and maintain trees along Beaver
Avenue

•

Work with local organizations to host
maintenance events

•

Host a Tree Tenders class geared
towards business owners

KEY QUESTIONS
•

Would a program like Fresh
Coast Capital work in
Manchester-Chateau? Are
the suggested public and
private property interventions
from ReLeaf Manchester still
relevant?

MANCHESTER-CHATEAU NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
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ENERGY
EXISTING BUILDINGS AND
SYSTEMS
With an aging building stock, ManchesterChateau has an opportunity to make
significant improvements in existing
buildings, while promoting energy efficiency
and green energy.
As highlighted in Figure 5, ManchesterChateau one of Pittsburgh hottest
neighborhoods (based on surface
temperature). The higher than average heat
in the neighborhood means that existing
residences and office buildings have to
spend increased energy, and money on air
conditioning and other energy uses.
There are a number of strategies that can
help improve energy efficiency of existing
buildings, including using and generating
solar and wind energy and implementing
green and white roofs. The PHRP grant
and loan program to the right can also be
leveraged by neighborhood stakeholders.

KEY QUESTIONS
•
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PITTSBURGH HOME REHABILITATION PROGRAM (PHRP) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAM

The PHRP offers grants and loans to help residents who meet certain income thresholds

What
Do We Have? State of the Urban Forest
improve their homes, including installing energy-efficient exterior improvements, removing
lead-paint, and providing accessibility enhancements for homeowners with disabilities.

CRA FREEDOM
MODERNIZATION
IMPROVEMENT LOAN
Surface
Temperature
and HeatHOME
Impacts
Unsecured loan for LMI borrowers to make improvements to owner-occupied homes for
Elevated surface temperature, lower tree canopy cover, and the
heating, windows, energy efficiency, etc.
potential to increase engagement are all factors that influenced
this focused planning effort. In 2010, surface temperature was
PENNSYLVANIA WEATHERIZATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
derived from a Landsat satellite thermal image and it showed
program designed
to provide
to low-income
thatA Manchester
was the
hottestassistance
neighborhood
in the families
City of to weatherize their homes.
Pittsburgh (figure 3). Pittsburgh’s average temperature is 96.6°F,
F. The urban
DUQUESNE
LIGHT
HOME FWEATHERIZATION
PROGRAM
and Chateau is 101.4°
while
Manchester
is 102.4°
heat
island
effect
canfree
impact
public
and trees
can beon
used
This
program
offers
assistance
to health
income-eligible
residents
home weatherization
Figure 4. Urban Heat Island profile (U.S
as aprograms,
tool to decrease
these
influences.
from caulking and weather stripping to furnace tune-ups.
Urban heat island impacts are exace
FIGURE 5: PITTSBURGH SURFACE TEMPERATURE MAP
impervious surfaces and reduced tre
Manchester has 55% impervious sur
Chateau is impervious. In Chateau, e
lots without any surrounding vegeta
heat island effect and add to elevated
Trees can shade parking lots and bui
temperature by upwards of 9. Ad
temperatures can impair water quali
problems, and increase the need for
increasing energy-related emissions.

What strategies and
interventions make the
most sense to promote
energy efficiency in existing
neighborhood buildings?

Surface temperature can impact qua

the chance ofisheat-related
illness, ca
Manchester-Chateau
one
of theeven
hottestdeath.
neighborhoods
[1] Urban heat islands ca
inheat
the City
of Pittsburgh.
waves,
particularly targeting tho
(Averageconditions,
Surface Temperature,
as well as children and o
September 2, 2010)
(Source: University of Vermont
SpatialImpervious
Analysis Laboratory).
surfaces are mainly a
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Figure 3. Average surface temperature recorded on September 2, 2010. Surface
temperature was derived from a Landsat satellite thermal image. (University of
Vermont Spatial Analysis Laboratory)

covered by impenetrable materials,
driveways, parking lots, and buildin
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ENERGY
FUTURE BUILDINGS AND
SYSTEMS
As Chateau continues to be a focal point
for large-scale redevelopment, there
remains an opportunity to promote new
energy efficiency standards and ideas. On a
building level, adopting LEED guidelines
or standards for new building construction
is one possibility. One existing statewide
program is highlighted to the right, and can
help attract funding to the neighborhood.

HIGH PERFORMANCE BUILDING PROGRAM

The High Performance Building Program provides grants and loans to underwrite the costs
of the new construction or renovation of high performance buildings.

$
AWARDS

CONTACT

Loans for high performance buildings should not exceed $2
million. Loans for individual residences should not exceed
$100,000. Grants for high performance buildings should not
exceed $500,000, or 10% of the eligible costs, whichever is less.
Contact the Pennsylvania Department of Community and
Economic Development at 1.866.466.3972

DISTRICT ENERGY CONCEPT

Additionally, the City of Pittsburgh, in
partnership with the Department of Energy,
the National Energy Technology Lab,
Duquesne Light, and the University of
Pittsburgh Center for Energy, are developing
strategies to establish neighborhood and
district scale energy systems.
Micro-grids are one such system that delivers
energy to a local neighborhood in a more
efficient manner, and can also be designed to
incorporate renewable energy sources.
Image Source: Corix.com

DISTRICT ENERGY
District energy is an approach to applying
technologies to co-ordinate the production
and supply of domestic hot water to
optimize energy efficiency and local resource
use.

KEY QUESTIONS
•

What strategies might we pursue to promote energy efficiency in new buildings?

•

What strategies might we pursue to promote district energy systematically
throughout the neighborhood?

•

How can we coordinate energy enhancements with other capital improvements
projects?
MANCHESTER-CHATEAU NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
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Stormwater and Trees

What Do We Have? State of the Urban Forest

One goal of Pittsburgh’s Urban Forest Master Plan is to incorporate urban forestry practices into the City’s stormwater management
plan. As in many older cities, most of Pittsburgh’s sewers are combined, meaning that stormwater and sewage are conveyed in the
Stormwater
same pipes toand
the Trees
wastewater treatment plant. Rain and snowmelt often cause these sewers to overflow, releasing untreated sewage
into the rivers. Manchester and Chateau’s sewers overflow to the Ohio River at several outfall points (table 3). The images in the
One
goalright
of Pittsburgh’s
Urban Forestcombined
Master Plan
is to
incorporate
forestry
practices
into
the
City’s
stormwater
lower
shows the underground
sewer
pipes
that leadurban
to outfalls
O-36
(figure 7)
and
O-38
(figure
8). Onemanagement
low cost
plan.
As
in
many
older
cities,
most
of
Pittsburgh’s
sewers
are
combined,
meaning
that
stormwater
and
sewage
are
in the
intervention to reduce overflows could include planting more trees. Trees can control stormwater by capturing andconveyed
storing rainfall,
same
pipes
to
the
wastewater
treatment
plant.
Rain
and
snowmelt
often
cause
these
sewers
to
overflow,
releasing
untreated
sewage
thus reducing the peak of a rain event and decreasing overflow rates.
into the rivers. Manchester and Chateau’s sewers overflow to the Ohio River at several outfall points (table 3). The images in the
lower
right shows
the
underground combined
sewer pipes
that lead to outfalls
O-36 (figure 7) and O-38 (figure 8). One low cost
Combined
Outfall
Location
Annual Overflow
Annual
Annual
Sewer
Frequency
Overflow
Overflow
Volume
intervention
to reduce overflows could
include planting more
trees. Trees can
control
stormwater by capturing and storing rainfall,
STORMWATER/GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE
Outfall
(number
of
Duration
(million
gallons)
thus reducing the peak of a rain event and decreasing overflow rates.

WATER

activations)

(hours per year)

Pittsburgh, like many cities, has a combined sewer system, meaning stormwater and sewage
O-29
Superior
Ave
2
Combined
Outfall
Location
Annual Overflow
Annual 2
Annual0.0455
to water treatment plant.
In significant rain
and snow
Sewer travel through the same plant to getFrequency
Overflow
Overflow
Volume
O-30
Island Ave
0
0
0
water
and sewage
into the
city’s gallons)
rivers.
Outfallevents, these pipes often overflow, pushing
(numberuntreated
of
Duration
(million
activations)
(hours per4year)
O-31Two combined
Preble Ave
6
sewersheds in Manchester-Chateau
are highlighted
to right. In total,0.196
these two
sewersheds
direct
15
million
gallons
of
untreated
water
into
the
city’s
rivers
each
year
O-32
Branchport
10.7
O-29
Superior
Ave St & Preble
230
260
0.0455

Ave
O-30 Implementing
Island Ave
0
0
0
green infrastructure projects throughout
the neighborhood
can significantly
O-33
Preble Ave
31
95
19.3
reduce
the
quantity
of
stormwater
entering
the
storm
system.
Green
infrastructure
tools
O-31
Preble Ave
6
4
0.196 can
O-34
Columbus Ave & Preble
51
165
38.1
promote Ave
other neighborhood objectives as well. Strategic placement of green infrastructure
O-32
Branchport St & Preble
30
60
10.7
the neighborhood
can provide safety
and vehicles0.394
and help
Ave
O-35throughout
N Fraklin
St & Preble Ave
11 benefits to pedestrians
17
the neighborhood.
O-33 beautify
Preble
Ave
31
95
19.3
O-36
Liverpool St & Oxline St
30
53
4.57
O-34 A few examples
ColumbusofAve
& Preble green infrastructure
51
165
38.1
appropriate
ideas
for
Manchester-Chateau
are
on
O-37
Pennsylvania St & Preble
8
9
0.641
Ave
the following
Ave pages, along with applicable locations to implement these projects. Street
O-35
N Fraklin St & Preble Ave
11
17
previously,
are another example
project that0.394
can
O-38trees, outlined
W. N. Avenue
& Preble
24of a green infrastructure
31
9.61be
Ave to St
O-36 implemented
Liverpool
&
Oxline
St
30
53
4.57
reduce the quantity of stormwater entering the system.
O-39
Kroll Dr
27
52
6.71
O-37
Pennsylvania St & Preble
8
9
0.641
O-40
N. Point Dr
4
2
0.127
Ave
O-38
W.
N.
Avenue
&
Preble
24
31
9.61
O-41
N. Point Dr
53
160
13.6
Ave
O-43
N. Shore
0.389
O-39
Kroll
Dr Dr
278
522
6.71
Table 3. ALCOSAN
Wet Weather
O-40
N. Point
Dr Plan, Section 4—Hydrologic and
4 Hydraulic Characterization
2 [6]

O-41

KEY
N.
PointQUESTIONS
Dr

O-43

N.•Shore
Dr are the ideal locations to8
What

53

160

13.6

2

0.389

implement
green4—Hydrologic
infrastructure
Table 3. ALCOSAN Wet Weather
Plan, Section
and Hydraulic Characterization [6]
in the neighborhood?
•
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What will be the maintenance
strategy of green infrastructure
projects (when necessary?)
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0.127

Figure
7. Pipes
colored pictured
in purple are
partoverflows
of the 0-36 sewershed
The
0-36
sewershed,
above,
53 hours a year, causing 4.57 million gallons of
untreated water to enter the City’s rivers.

Figure 7. Pipes colored in purple are part of the 0-36 sewershed

Figure 8. Pipes colored in purple are part of the 0-38 sewershed
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Figure 8. Pipes colored in purple are part of the 0-38 sewershed

The 0-38 sewershed, pictured above, overflows 31
hours per year, causing 9.61 million gallons of
untreated water to enter the City’s rivers.
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STREET MEDIANS

BIOSWALES & RAIN GARDENS

PERMEABLE PAVERS

The primary benefit of street medians is
to give pedestrians a stopping point when
crossing from one side of the street to the
other. However, street medians are an ideal
location to integrate green infrastructure into
a street, reducing overall impervious surfaces
in a neighborhood.

Rainwater that runs off from the
neighborhood’s streets and sidewalks can be
diverted into bioswales and rain gardens,
which reduces the quantity of water entering
the storm system while beautifying the
neighborhoods’ streets.

As brick sidewalks and other impervious
surfaces need to be replaced in the
neighborhood, permeable pavers can be
an environmentally sustainable option.
Permeable pavers allow stormwater to flow
through pavers and infiltrate the ground,
rather than running off into the stormwater
system.

RECOMMENDED LOCATIONS:

•

•

Locate on busy streets to narrow the
feel of the street while reducing traffic
speeds

RECOMMENDED LOCATIONS:

•

Curb bump-outs and medians

•

Parking lots and on-street parking

•

Community gardens

Locate in between crosswalks
separated by long distances.

In addition to functioning as green infrastructure
locations, street medians can help improve
pedestrian safety.

Basins are typically designed for water to percolate
into the soil over a 24-48 hour period, thereby
limiting long periods of standing water and
mosquito breeding.

RECOMMENDED LOCATIONS:

•

Existing parking lots

•

Sidewalks and private paths

Permeable pavers can provide a nice element of
visual interest to the built environment, while
allowing opportunities to reduce the quantity of
stormwater entering the system.

ADDITIONAL GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE OPTIONS
Additional green infrastructure options include rainwater harvesting and retention basins in larger parks. Where might all of these options make
sense in Manchester-Chateau?
MANCHESTER-CHATEAU NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
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LAND

ADDRESS WASTE
The Pittsburgh Climate Action Plan offers
neighborhood intervention strategies to help
address waste throughout the City. These
include strategies to improve recycling and
composting, while reducing waste going
toward the landfill.
•

Recycling: Currently, Pittsburgh
Department of Public Works only
provides recycling services for
residences less than 4 units.

•

Composting: Approximately 30% of
Pittsburgh’s waste is yard trimmings
and food. Is there an opportunity
for Manchester-Chateau residents
to add/improve composting in the
neighborhood?

Neighborhood
Interventions

Recycling

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

•

2015 Northside Bin Initiative

•

Who will fund recycling bins for all Manchester-Chateau
businesses and residents?

•

Partner with local schools?

•

Are there existing challenges with trash and litter in the
neighborhood?

Composting

Trash/Litter
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Ideas and Strategies
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PRINCIPLE 1:

E.G. PROMOTE THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
PROJECT
PARTNERS

ADDITIONAL
NOTES

Long-term
(5-10 years)

Intermediate
(2-5 years)

Near-term
(1-2 years)

Program

Capital
Project

Policy

STRATEGY

PROJECT
PRIORITY
Immediate
(First Year)

PROJECT
TYPE

STRATEGY 1:
STRATEGY 2:
STRATEGY 3:
STRATEGY 4:
STRATEGY 5:

MANCHESTER-CHATEAU NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
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PRINCIPLE 2:

E.G. PROMOTE THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY

STRATEGY 1:
STRATEGY 2:
STRATEGY 3:
STRATEGY 4:
STRATEGY 5:
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PROJECT
PARTNERS
Long-term
(5-10 years)

Intermediate
(2-5 years)

Near-term
(1-2 years)

Program

Capital
Project

Policy

STRATEGY

PROJECT
PRIORITY
Immediate
(First Year)

PROJECT
TYPE

ADDITIONAL
NOTES
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PRINCIPLE 3:

E.G. PROMOTE THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
PROJECT
PARTNERS

ADDITIONAL
NOTES

Long-term
(5-10 years)

Intermediate
(2-5 years)

Near-term
(1-2 years)

Program

Capital
Project

Policy

STRATEGY

PROJECT
PRIORITY
Immediate
(First Year)

PROJECT
TYPE

STRATEGY 1:
STRATEGY 2:
STRATEGY 3:
STRATEGY 4:
STRATEGY 5:
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